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Experimental Verification of the Relativistic Fine-Structure Term of
the Klein-Gordon Equation in Pionic Titanium Atoms
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A newly designed, large-aperture and high-resolution bent-crystal spectrometer has
been used to observe high-intensity sources of pionic x rays. The pionic x-ray source
was a target of natural titanium which was placed adjacent to a copper pion-production
target in the external beam of the Nevis synchrocyclotron. The energy difference be-
tween the 5g—4f and 5f —4d transitions in pionic titanium was measured to be 87.6+ 1.8
eV. Comparison with the prediction of the Klein-Gordon equation is made.

High-resolution studies of pionic x rays using
a bent-crystal spectrometer have in the past been
limited by the low efficiency of the instrument
and the lack of an adequately intense source. "
This deficiency can be effectively remedied by
either a strong pion beam such as at a meson
facility, or, as in the recent work of Marushenko
et al. ,

' by placing the x-ray target directly next
to the pion-production target. In this latter ap-
proach, although the high resolution of the spec-
trometer has proven to be adequate in discerning
the x rays from a very high background, the
signal-to-background ratio is relatively low. In
an experiment at the Nevis synchrocyclotron, we
have modified the experimental approach used by
Marushenko et al. ' By use of a 2- pA extracted
proton beam and a new target design, significant
improvements in counting rate and signal-to-
background ratio were achieved over previous
attempts. '4 A new technique of crystal bending
was also used to achieve an improvement of frac-
tional energy resolution (~jZ) by a factor of 4
over that of Ref. 3. The combined experimental
improvements enabled us to increase greatly the
accuracies of the energy determinations of select-
ed transitions [e.g. , the s-Ti (5g-4f)], and also
to observe the low-yield fine-structure component
v-Ti (5f -4d), providing an experimental meas-
urement of the relativistic fine-structure split-
ting is this pionic atom.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A
pion-production target, consisting of 32 sepa-
rated sheets of Cu totaling 44.4 g/cm', was
placed in the extracted beam. This pion target

was shielded from direct view of the spectrome-
ter by a flat plug of brass and lead (see Fig. 1).
The Ti x-ray target consisted of four slabs of
natural titanium, mounted as shown in Fig. 1.

The bent crystal was located 6.4 m from the
x-ray target, and had a focal length of 351 cm.
About 1 m upstream from the crystal, a 91-cm-
long tapered multislit collimator served as an
additional background- suppression device. The
bent crystal was an 11-cm by 11-cm slab of 1.4-
mm-thick 310 quartz, housed in a temperature-
regulated enclosure. The "intrinsic" angular
resolution of the crystal (full width at half maxi-
mum) was measured to be 6.5 sec of arc. The
diffracted radiation from the crystal was allowed
to pass through a slit, set at 170 pm wide, into
a Ge detector assembly located inside a lead
shielding box.

The detector assembly consisted of two hyper-
pure Ge crystals, each 5 mm by 5 mm by 6 cm,
mounted one above the other to give a total height
of 12 cm. Data from these two Ge detectors
were collected, stored, and analyzed separately.
The energy resolution of each Ge detector was 1
keV at 40 keV.

The spectrometer was enclosed in a cave to
reduce the neutron background (see Fig. 1). To
provide additional background reduction, the pro-
ton beam was extracted over a period of 20 psec
rather than the usual 5 msec; the Ge detector
pulses were gated off except during the proton
beam spill, eliminating virtually all background
not promptly produced by the proton beam.

The diffracted radiation was scanned by moving
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FIG. 2. Crystal spectrometer spectrum (with Ge
background subtracted) of fine-structure components
of the 5 4 transition in pionic titanium. Solid line is
best fit to the data, with a X of 28.7 for 85 degrees of
freedom.

FIG. 1. Experimental layout of crystal spectrometer,
collimator, and pion targets. Inset shows detail of
pion production and x-ray targets. {1)X-ray target;
{2) s production target; (3) collimator; (4) bent crys-
tal; (5) turnable crystal mount; {6) thin slit; (7) slit
table; (8) solid-state detector (Ge); (9) detector shield;
{10)Dewar; {11)spectrometer frame.

the 170-pm slit across the angular range of in-
terest over the focal plane with the crystal orien-
tation fixed. The slit motion was remotely con-
trolled by a computer, which also collected data
from the Ge detectors. Data collection time at
each slit position mas determined by the number
of protons on the production target, as measured
by the integral of the proton current. In a typical
24-h run, the diffracted line was scanned thirty
times, so that fluctuations in the line intensity
due to small shifts in the position of the proton

beam on target were averaged out.
The spectrometer line shape was calibrated

with the 40.584-keV y ray from a 1.5-Ci source
of "Mo, ' which had the same geometry as that of
the pionic x-ray source. The instrumental line
shape was determined to be an asymmetric Gaus-
sian (a Gaussian with an exponential tail) inte-
grated over the width of the transmission slit.
The energy resolution of the spectrometer was
measured to be 17 eV. The efficiency of the
spectrometer at this energy was measured to be
on the order of 0.5&10 '. The energy scale of
the spectrometer was calibrated using the Ko.,
x ray of Sm at 40.1181 keV, ' and the Kn, x ray of
Eu at 40.9019 keV. ' Because these energies are
used only to determine the energy scale, even
relatively large (+0.1'%%uc) uncertainties or changes
in these numbers contribute virtually no error to
the final relative energy measurement reported
belom. These x rays mere produced in fluores-
cent targets which had the same geometry as
that of the pionic x-ray target. As a check of the
stability of the spectrometer, the "Mo y ray was
calibrated before and after the measurement of
the pionic Ti x rays, and the position of the line
was found to be stable within 1.5 p,m.

For each slit position, a pulse-height spectrum
from the Ge detectors was obtained. Each of
these spectra was fitted to a Gaussian line shape
plus a linear background. This linear background
was subtracted and the area of the Gaussian for
each slit position was extracted. This procedure
removes the ambient background appearing in the
Ge detector spectrum and its fluctuations. The
extracted areas, however, still contain a dif-
fracted pionic x-ray signal. This is shown in
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Fig. 2, where the areas of the Gaussians from
the bottom Ge detector are plotted as a function
of slit position for the 5g-4f and 5f -4d transi-
tions in pionic titanium. The signal-to-back-
ground ratio for the 5g-4f transition, before the
ambient background subtraction, was 0.75. The
data for the 5f -4d transition correspond to 81
pA h of protons on target.

The crystal spectrometer spectrum shown in
Fig. 2 has been fitted assuming two peaks and a
linear background. Vfith the inclusion of small
hyperfine effects due to the isotopes of natural
titanium, the linewidths of each transition, which
are assumed to be equal, are consistent with the
instrumental resolution. (The strong-interaction
width of the 5f -4d transition has been estimated
to be less than 1 eV and has been neglected. ) Us-
ing the data from both the top and bottom detec-
tors, we find an intensity ratio of (16.4+ 3.4)%
and a separation energy of 87.6+ 1.8 eP between
the 5f-4d and 5g-4f transitions.

The observed separation energy can be com-
pared with the predicted fine structure. The
major part of this separation for the 5f-4d and
5g-4f transitions is due to the relativistic fine-
structure splitting predicted by the Klein-Gordon
equation for the Coulomb potential from a point
nucleus. This is modified by corrections from
vacuum polarization, electron screening, and the
strong interaction between the pion and the nu-
cleus. These contributions are listed in Table I.
The vacuum polarization is calculated in pertur-
bation theory. ' To account for the uncertainty in
electron screening due to the competition between
preceding Auger transitions and subsequent re-
filling, we give our estimate based on 1+ 1 K
electron only. The strong-interaction shift is
calculated in perturbation theory, using a pion-
nucleus optical potential' with parameters given
by Tauscher. ' The uncertainty from the strong
interaction, which is the largest theoretical un-
certainty, is taken to be +1 eV, based on the
variations in the shift obtained by using different

sets of potential parameters obtained from other
pionic-atom data. " The final calculated energy
difference, 88.1+1.2 eV, is in good agreement
with the measured energy splitting.

Although the agr cement between the calcula-
tions and the experimental measurement does
verify the predictions of the Klein-Gordon equa-
tion in lowest order, it does not distinguish be-
tween that equation and the Schrodinger equation
with relativistic corrections. This is because
the prediction of the Klein-Gordon equation for
the relativistic fine-structure splitting is the
same, to first order in (oZ/n)', as the splitting
one would calculate in perturbation theory result-
ing from the relativistic corrections to the Schro-
dinger equation. The experimental uncertainties
are considerably larger than higher-order terms
in (o.Z/n)'.

5oncircular transitions predicted by the Klein-
Gordon equation have been previously observed
with Ge detectors. " In the recent work of Carter
et al." eight cases of noncircular transitions
were observed of which three cases are relative-
ly free from strong-interaction effect and rele-
vant to the test of the Klein-Gordon equation. The
agreement with the predictions is good. However,
in this previous work, the splittings were not
completely resolved; also, the details of the de-
terminations of the splittings were not described
in the paper. The term of order mc'(oZ/n)' in
the Klein-Gordon-equation energy eigenvalue,
which is partly responsible for the level sp&it-
tings, can also be tested at the level of 2%% or
better from absolute energies of x rays from
transitions between circular orbits in high-Z
pionic atoms (with a precision of about 50 ppm),
provided that the pion mass is known indepen-
dently (i.e., not from pionic x-ray measurements)
with the same relative precision. However, this
is an indirect measurement of the relativistic
term; the virtue of the fine-structure splitting
measurement made in this work is that it is a
direct confirmation of this term performed by

TABLE I. Calculated energy differences, E(5f—4d) E(5g—4f), in—pi-
onic titanium (in eV).

Klein-Gordon equation, point-nucleus Coulomb potential
Vacuum polarization, first order [o.(Zn)]
Vacuum polarization, higher orders fo. (Ze3, o(Zo3 ' ' j
Electron screening, 1+ 1 1s electrons
Strong interaction

Total calculated energy difference

59.8
25.2
0.4

—0.6 + 0.6
8.8+ 1.0

88.1+ 1.2
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relative energy measurements, independent of
precise knowledge of the pion mass.
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A free-electron laser excited by traveling
cussed. Some desirable features of the mic

Recently, the first operation of a free-electron
laser was reported by Deacon etal. ,

' soon after
the stimulated emission of radiation by relati-
vistic electrons in a spatially periodic trans-
verse magnetic field had been successfully ob-
served by Elisa et a/. ' The apparatus of this
laser consists of a superconducting double helix
to produce a transverse and circularly polarized
periodic static magnetic field of 2.4 ko, a beam
of 43-MeV electron bunches traveling along the
axis of the helix to interact with the periodic
magnetic field, and a pair of mirrors located at
the ends of the interaction region to provide feed-
back. The stimulated emission of bremsstrah-
lung in a spatially periodic magnetic field, on
the basis of which this magnetic free-electron
laser was constructed and tested, mas first an-
alyzed by Madey' and Madey, Schwettman, and
Fairbank. ~ However, some authors have sub-
sequently shown, ' ' and also it is now known, '
that magnetic free-electron lasers are purely
classical devices.

If the periodic static magnetic field in the ap-
paratus is replaced by a traveling microwave as

microwave radiation is suggested and dis-
rowave free-electron laser are given.

the source of excitation, the apparatus becomes
a microwave free-electron laser. Since micro-
wave radiation is coherent, when a bunch of
electrons is backscattered (antiparallel scat-
tered) by a microwave, the electrons will be
stimulated to oscillate coherently and to emit
coherent radiation in the direction of the elec-
tron beam with a shorter wavelength and a higher
intensity than that of the microwave, depending
on the electron velocity and the number of elec-
trons in each bunch. The physical process of the
interaction is basically a Compton type of scat-
tering. The microwave free-electron laser has
some desirable features which deserve to be con-
sidered and studied. For examples: (l) A large
scattering cross section is available in the back-
scattering process. (2) The wavelength of the
stimulated radiation can be easily varied by vary-
ing the wavelength of the microwaves mithout
changing the velocity of the electron beam. Hence
the microwave method mill provide extra tuning
convenience. (3) The wavelength and the wave
shape in each period of a micromave can be
maintained more uniformly than that of a periodic
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